
Dear l1ir. Daniel: 

1050 E. 43t1 St. 
Brooklyn, ,r. Y. 

November 21, 1941 

I am chagrined, humiliated, and absolutely disgusted with my9elf 
because, in writine: to you, I did exactly what I have so often bitterly 
criticised others for doing, namely, I made statements without checking 
all the available evidence. You are entir~ly right when you say in 
several places in your letter, that what guided you in making a certain 
st.ggest ta'i\was the use of a sign, rather than its superficial resemblance 
to another. In dealing with any sort of hand-writing, use is the only 
safe criterion. In all the scri~ts I lmow, the difference between two 
letters which represent entirely different sounds, is often so mi~or 
that it n1ight escape any but the most critical eye when the would-be 
reader does not know t~e languaee involved. On the other hand, it is 
also true that great variations exist, even in a single line written 
by om.e hand. I myself have two variations of r and e and I seem to use 
them indiscriminatedy,even in the same word. 

I did not w~nt to say in my last letter, because· my knowledge of 
Cyprian is so superficial, that one of the ~reatest lacks in _the field 
is that Cl, C. is inadequately analyzed. One of the reasons I ~~san my 
analytical study with Linear B was that was nost likely to be~vthe lan3uage 
of Minos. The other was that, while Cl.C. is our onl.y possible link with 
Minoan (so far as the script e;oes, at a.Yly rate) it would be necessary to 
re-work the entire field of Cl.C. before we could hope to achieve any 
~esults. I am delighted beyond words that you share ~y opinion. 

~'m glad I now know which I~l inscriptions you meant. I shall file 
~i4;away under Cyprian, Daniel, as I have my analysis of your article,q.nd 

\"-- . when, as and 1f I eve~ get down to Cyprian, it will be all ready for me. 
You have already saved me a lot of work by analyzing what Casson and 
Persson said, and discussing :rv:arkides in detail. I was begmnnin8_; to 
think his article_was just a figment of someone's imagination. I had 
Merely copied the statements of Casson and Persson without attenpting 
-to eaua te them. 

a/e again. You are, I arr,. Rfraid, rizht about the non-Ir1inoan nature 
of the vowel sounds. This worries me. VIJhy did the Cypriotes have to 
invent siryns for vowels? Could it be possible that the Minoan didn't 
have s~pa~ate signs for vowels? .I 'd hate to coMe to that conclusion, 
because, as I said, I've evolved a technique for locating the vowels, 
if they exist. And from there on, breaking the scripts would be at least 
a possibility. They must have had separate vowel signs, if their script 
was a syllabary at all on ~~e Cyprian type. Pre-Hellenic wowds often have 
two vowels juxtaposed, and~ords so often begin with vowels. liit f]erhaps 
they had consonants like some of the Semitic ones, which the Greeks did 

·not pronounce,and therefore did not write. But why did the Cypriotes invent 
new signs, instead of using a few of the non-pronouncable consonantal si~ns? 
And there's that whole X group, which would have been so useful for 
writin~ what we now call pre-Hellenic words. I can only go on~ trying to 
locate the vowels, until I run into a blind alley. Then I'll start all over 
again. 

se The problem here can probably be easily answered frorr an analysis 
of the use of the Linear A 10 and 12 variants that look Jhike Cypr.ke. 
The variants assigned by Evans to two si:ns may belong together. The 
difficulty here, however, is bridging the gap between the cr, which looks 
like the rinoan, and the Cl.C., which only looks like a variarut of one of 
the A si:;ns. The key may lie in the Cl.C. variants for ke. I ' ve ~ 
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been wracking my brains to find any sound that would permit anx over
laprying of guttural k and a sibilant. The nearest I can come is the 
sound of z in azure, but the overlapnine seems to be with a pa~atal. 
The phoneticians of the Linguistic Institute may be able to supply an 
answer. I nay attend their meeting in Indianapolis after the AIA 
meeting. I'll try to find out. 

There is another posslbility. It may be that the identity of the 
vowel sound causes the resemblance. Or it may be coincidence. 

I think I get your point here, and it's thoroughly sound. If the 
basic fundamentals are unchanged, that's good evidence for the identity 
of the si:ns (or, at least, their close relationship). I accept your t identification of CM and Cl~C. But the point I don't seem to have made ·r t· clear is that A25 and B90 are the same sign, and that I would therefore 

~ /:.' r ....-put A25 into the blank space in your ku co"J.umn. As I see it, the 
~ i fundamental part of that sign consists of a three-stroke base, with 
~~ what might (supposing it coMes from an aniMal sign) be a head and neck, 

, ~back, and tail. The extra stroke between~ is sometimes there and 
":~~ ~ someti11es absent, and sometimes is two stro{e~,not one. The hreero. 
\ ~ l' ~ doesn't look like an animal si::;n, but it has the requisite fundamentals, :tt. and .the fact that it clearly. has a snray or bnanch (a sign often used 
~ ~ in the hiero. in a supplementary way) seems to explain the ori 0 in of ' r ~ . the extra line. s 45, as it stands' fits what seem to me to be the 

fundamentals of the a/e colu11n, but not A25. 'Ve may be working; with a 
different set of fundaFientals. 

<.,

mi I apologize~ Those Pylas tablets are gain~ to clear ur mafty a 
dt:tbious point. 

CM 15 Sorrection. I t:11 eant cg 14. CI 15 is all ri:Jht. ~~-l-1-v-t> 
~,~\\'\-\. 

Speakin;J: of the ideot.:;rars, again, As soom as I an: throur·,-- uith my 
analysis of B, I shall do Linear A. This won't take Th~Ch ti~e~,since the 
number of inscriptions is quite small. I suspect that A and B have 
many ideograms in cornrron. The A inscriptlons gre so few that the 
presence of the same si3D in B and CI\: may castb lisht on A. B 58 ( ta) 
r.1ay be a quantity or measure when n.sed with numbers, not an object
ideogram. It occurs in PM4 Fis.656 c (adze tablet #7) and Fig. 655, 
second tablet (-t,his is the same photograph as in Scr.I;1in. Fig.al. The 
fir t tablet I n~ntioned is the last tablet in the photograph, md· the 
other is the second). The si;-:n also appears in ?1'.:4 Fig.680, with 
five legible lines, each consisting of a word, space, B58 followed by #1. 
I don't·know what kind of ideogram it is here. Its se resembles that 
of' the so-called "man' and 1 wo11ann signs. 

The F-sha,ed si~n is certainly used a~ an ideo:ram on cereal 
or 3rain tablets. 

As soon as I have collected the available information from A and B, 
I'll send it to you. T en you can decide if there's anything in it. 

CI 3~ I should unhesitatingly equR.t.e your Fi~.l4 f/35 with B2l,A29. You 

c~.~ 41 

m~y therefore be ri~ht about the sign you list. On the other hand, 
Fig . 14 "~34 and 36 are not necessarily the same a~ 35. But the 'burden 
of proof is on me . I hnve a B8 where t __ e writer just fort;ot the top 
horizonal altogether, but none whe~ a dot was substituted for it. ~aybe . 
I can find an example in A 30. Until then, you're ri:.Jht. k &.tlt!-{AI--') eLa·i.A.-;:fo 
+-" ~~a~~ote the inscription this cones from was capable of 
anything. I take hack what I ~Rld. This is just another example of 
my carelessness in checking. 
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Fig.4 C 1 34 Comment: OH! 1 I'm beginnins to feel a ver;r strona.- antipathy 
for the man who wrote that inscription. Every flign in it looks a little 
like some known si_;;n, ut is different. ~Jhy the small size of na, for 
instance • 

. 258 B36 again. As soon as I fjnish B36 I'll let you know what I think 
about the one-bar vs 2 ar sign. ere is nnother case vhere t~e field 
as a w ... 1ole hould be considered. B 21 does the same thing, and B9, 37. 
Curiously enough, as I said, these four signs look alike in careless 
v:r l tine;. 

t4-v ~-
As to -inthos,~ and - $. ssos

11
• I wouldn't be surprised if the latter were 

simple a phonetic complement of the forn:er. inthos itself is quite rare. 
But so much fuss has bAen made about it that it is generally thouc;ht of 
as a common suffix. It is probably the same thint3 as -ithos (considering 
that Cyprian ignores the -n- btx:kbu[.t before dentals, it is almost certain). 
-i thos, -a thos-, -ethos etc. o cur ever:ttJl::ere. I' 11 bring my -inthos 
work to Hartford. It says a lot without coming to any useful conclusion. 

lass IV TheE only L.l.1. III pottery inscription from Crete is, to rn~ lmowledge, 
:I~~ 4 Fig.722. And that 1 s peculiar. I don't lmoVl. The sit;nS'W not look 
particularly like B, or like A, or like the mainland signs, for that 
matter. The trouble is, there aren't enough of therr, nnd w~at there is 
isn't complete. If we only had the rest of 81 and 83 ! 79 of course 
appears everywhere. 80 is peculiar; that slantin3 line over it doesn't 
make sense; lines like that, in different positions, sometimes appear 
on the painted inscriptions from Thehes and Tiryns. But this is in8cribed 
on a handle. 

82, now, Mi~ht mean somet~ing, if it looked more like B21 and less like 
B 8. That's our old ar :..J,J.ment, a 11 over a !ja:fun.. On several inscriptions 
which "':vans classes as "Vase Tablets" there is a jar o ~t~ome k:ind with 
B 21 set inside its outlines (Pl 4 Fis-714,719). But t1is, again;,is on 
the handle. It seems that the more I try to disprove ~ noint, the 
more evidence I find for it. I still maintain it looks like B8, but 
I'm weakenin~. 

I don't think the inscriptions of Class IV can either prove or 
disprove t~e bni7in of t~0 va~es. Too many Dros anl cons are possible. 

'J~~~~h~~· ~~~~~·-. 
The whole question 0.1. whether tho peripheral rtcripts fror:--1 the ~ ''·' 

n1ainland or the islands derive from A or B rhast, for the time bein::/1:~:~:~_~"~ 
rest on their chronolggical relations. The trouble is that, while A qnd B-- 1 

2~f
are t~en:selves quite distinct, they have many sisns in comnon, and it is ~.:..· 
hard to tell whether a script different fran either is connected more with--U~-t; 
one or the other. It is only because I know B best that I insist on ~ 
adding B paraalels for the other scripts. B must have existed before ~ ~ 
it appears in the Knossos archives. It is a thoroughly developed s;rs tern~ 
of writing when we first meet it. But A is certainly older, and more ~-~ 
wide-spread. It is much more likely that outlanders or colonists, or ·~~ 
whatever they were, becaiowed from A, unless it could be proven that ~· .
B was an official script used in foreign relations, and I doubt that. ~L~ 

I agree with you that much more progress can be made when those ~~ 
of us wor'king in the different fields :.::>et to;_;~ther. I'd like nothin3 
better than to take par in a symposium such as you ~u~ est. This inter
chan(1'e of ideas with you has already wiven mw several .icbroc~ new clues. 
Nha t is onl:r a Va!jue h:ypothes is when M~M one person thinks of it, becomes 
an idea worth pursuing to its end when it turns out that someone else 
got the same idea from different material. 
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I shall certainly avail m. self of :our generous offer to ~lp me 
out wit rour knowled_3e of the Cy.._ ri n field, and I hope, in spite of 
what you say, that . ou will e able o work ou he chronolo~y of the 
Classical inscriptions ven more hen that, thou~h, I 1ope you 
can soon et back to di ging in Cyprus. 

Please ive my re~ards to ~r. peiser if ou see him. 

Sine erel; 



Alterations 

p. 2. Rara8raph immediately after footnote 1, line two. 
\1 Omit parenthesis (reproduced as fig. 1 of this article) 

Footnote 2, line 4 
Omit parent~esds (see fig. 1 of this article) 

J ~Omit last sentence: Fig. 1 reproduces Sir Arthur Evans' transcription 

j Second line from bottom should read! could be verbs or even adjectives 
· p. 3. ·aragraph after Assumption 5, line 2, omit: reproduced in Fig. 1 

Omit l:~ i g. 1. JP· 4. End of paragraph just before footno~e 3, change parenthesis 
(see fiG , 2) to (see fig. l) 

vhange F' ig. 2 to r eod F' ~g. 1 
'~,ootnote 3, beg1.nning. '-'hanc;e Figure 2 above to Figure 1 above. 

Second line. Omit with the exception of ~igs. 1 and 5 which 
are reproductions of Evans' transcrintions, 

v Second paragraph. 'l'wa.ave word!Lar~listed in fig. 2. Read f1o;. 1. 
J Second paragR~Ph after note 3. For Fig. 3 gives a comolete list 
1 -, r~ad Fis. 2 ••••• 
V ~hang~ Fig. 3 to read Fig. 2 

p.5./':Jin sentence hefore note 6 change parenthesis (Pig. 3, #1 1 #2) to (~ig. 2. 
Footjote 6, first sentence: The :t'irst word in fig. 3 read fig. 2 

I J
End of next to last sentence, omit (cf. fig. ~-a~) 
Last sentence. The second word in fig. 3 .• read fig. 2 

'pentence after note 6. Five of the words in fi~. 3 read gig. 2. 
p. 6.JParagraph after Assumption 6. Since all the words in fig. 3 •• read fig.2 

VFirst sentence in paragraph after note 7, last words, fR&• 4 read fi~.3 
yNext se;;~ence. Co~·:unn One ~ist~ themfour words ,from fig •• 3 read fig. 

Change 1' J.g. 4 to F J.g. 3. CaptJ.on: ~jords from F 1g. 2 havJ.ng ••••••• 
p. 7.J In paragaph beginnine The existence of the first word, middle of 

second sentence, after PM. fig. 704 h omit parenthesis (reproduced 
as- fir-; 1 5). · 

;( Next paragnaph, end of first sentence, omit parenthesis (cf. fig. 5) 
Omit F' ig. 5. J Same paragraph, third sentence, beginning Third, in a Sragmentary 

1 inscription •••• transcribed as fig • 6. read fig. 4 
V Change fig. 6 to read F1ig. 4 

p. 8. /Beginning of paragraph after note 8, The requirements of Assumotion 7 
\f. are therefore satisfied, since two of the words in the list of fig. 3 J read fi3. 2 • 

Next paragraph, thi.td line, or in ~hat given in fig. 6 read fig. 4 V last line, same paragraph in the list of the inscription of ~ig. 6 

J read fig. 4 
Next paragraph, beginning We have now established. Second sentence, 

J begins Fig. 7 read Fig. 5 
Change Fig. 7 to read Fig. 5. 

/ ~Text sentence: These may be used together with the ones in fig. 3 
;, read fio:. 2 £., 

p. 9 ~ext paragraph, begmnming Fi$• 8 shows the results. Read Fig. S 
/Change F i~. 8 to Fig. 6. Caption: Words from I•' igs. 2 and 5 ••••• 

V Paragraph beginning They do not appear in any published inscri"9tion, 

J beginning of third sentence; In fig. 9 a few .•. read fig. 7 
Change Fig. 9 to Pig. 7--capt ion unchanged. 

p. 10/ Paragraph beginning The next step is to proceed as before, fourth 
V sentence, end. The state of affairs to this point is illustrated 

in fig. _ 10. Read fig. 8. ~ 
.,/ Ghange E ig ., 10 to Fig. 8. vaption ·unchanged • 
. I Next sentence, beginning F1 or this type of noun, which we will call 
~ Noun Tlpe A ••••• Case 1, for which the basic inscription is the 

nNoman inscription , (fig. 1... Omit fig. 1. Case II, for 
wh!dh the basic inscription is the one in fig. 6 • ~~~ fig. 4 



Aleerations cont. 2 1_ 
vfNext sentence. Five nouns (fig. 10 a-e). Read~ig. 8 j a-e). After 
'j semi-colon: the fifth word (fig. lOe) read (fig. 8 e ) 
V Four lines from the bottom of the same paragraph: in the word given 
· . _ in fig. 10 e read fig. 8 e. _ 
~Erid of same paragraph (see fi&g 11) read (see fig • 9). 
Vcnange fig, 11 to fig, 9. 0 ap ion unchanged. 

p. 11. o/ Paragraph beginnine;: At this point one I Y: ight say, end of fourth 
{sentence: The forms concerned are x«presented in Fig. 12 read Fig. 10 
, Chhnge Fig. 12 to Fig. 10. 0 aption unchanged. 

j Paragraph beginning: The evidence here is as follows: 
roy;.p .tv, Case II: see fig• 6, line 2 Read fig , 4 

p. 1 'nroup ~' Case ! .... (transcribed here as fig. 13). Read gig. 11. 
In the parenthesis at the end of the paragraph (cf. fi g . 1, line 

4, 1 and f~ 3d word 4) read ibt.xi~K:ixxmlx ( Bf. PM. 689, line 4,1 
and fig • 2 ' " or 4 ) • -

qhange Fig• 13 to Fig. 11. Caution unchanged. 
~ Group (c), Case I: see f~ 13, line 2. Read fi~. 11, line 2 

14. In the next to the last paragraph, beginning on pr s vious page: 
It must also, in all fairne9s. Third sentence, Other groups of 
words can be collected (the group given in fig. 11 is a good example) 
read fig. 9 
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